17 November 2008

VOXSCIENCES LAUNCHES ‘TEXTMEMO’ - VOICE TO TEXT SERVICE
“Note to self, buy new Blackberry Storm.”
Users of VoxSciences’ Voicemail to Text service now have free use of ‘TextMemo’. ‘TextMemo’ lets you
record important information vocally and receive it back in memo format seconds later, either as an email or
SMS. ‘TextMemo’ is a perfect way to record important information when you are on the move, and to
receive it in a format that reminds you to take action later on, such as:
•
•
•
•

When you are driving and can’t write things down
After a meeting when you need to record your actions straight away
Facts and figures such as advertised numbers when you are walking down the street
Random things that you remember away from the office that you would otherwise forget to do

Ken Blackman, CEO explains, “Text Memo is a free of charge service to all VoxSciences Voicemail to Text
subscribers, and is another way for our customers to benefit from our sophisticated technology. The service
is like having a personal assistant who listens to your instructions and send them to you as texts and emails
for your own convenience”.
TRY IT OUT!
Anyone can TEST the TextMemo service simply by dialling 020 7050 5000 from a mobile phone, recording
a message and receiving it as a text message 3 minutes later.
Free trial
To sign up for a month’s free trial of the full Voicemail to Text service visit www.voxsci.com.
Notes for journalists:
VoxSciences is a start-up mobile technology solutions company primarily formed to address the rapidly
emerging Voicemail-to-Text market. The company is developing a portfolio of mobile solutions that utilise
voice recognition technology and that will provide mobile business users with convenient, cost saving
services. Using its powerful VERBS (Virtual Engine for Recognition of Basic Speech) engine VoxSciences’
Voicemail-to-Text service saves subscribers time and money otherwise spent dialling in and laboriously
listening to their voice messages.
VoxSciences is the most recent brainchild of Ken Blackman, technology entrepreneur of the last 25 years,
whose personal success reaches across IT hardware, software training, Internet services, and Unified
Communications. His direct involvement, prior to VoxSciences, in public listing, private placing and mergers
and acquisitions, shall be essential in the success of his latest venture.
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